Background
==========

Osteoarthritis (OA) of the knee is the most prevalent cause of pain and locomotor disability worldwide, and affects on average 25% of the general population in the Western world, with increasing prevalence with age.[@b1-jpr-9-941],[@b2-jpr-9-941] About 80% of OA patients suffer from arthritis-attributable limitations of activity, 25% cannot perform major activities of daily living, 14% of adults with knee OA require help with routine needs, and 11% require help with personal care.[@b3-jpr-9-941]

Recommendations for the management of knee OA have been issued by different national, continental, and global scientific authorities, and differentiate pharmacologically between background (basic) and advanced treatment strategies.[@b4-jpr-9-941]--[@b11-jpr-9-941] While basic pharmacological approaches address predominantly chondroprotective and antinociceptive mechanisms, advanced interventions for OA patients in whom these background treatments have failed and who suffer from moderate-to-severe pain focus on anti-inflammatory interventions to relieve pain and to improve daily functioning and quality of life.

Oral nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) -- scientifically known to be highly efficacious for OA pain -- are traditionally listed as first-line agents in combination with the recommendation to select the most appropriate nonselective or COX2-selective NSAIDs with respect to their safety profiles and patients' individual risk factors, concomitant diseases, and medical conditions to improve their safety and tolerability. While generally safe when used at low doses and in the short term,[@b12-jpr-9-941]--[@b14-jpr-9-941] NSAIDs -- COX2-selective or not -- are frequently associated with significant side effects and increase the risk of serious adverse events (AEs) involving the gastrointestinal (GI), cardiovascular, and renal systems, especially when used long term at higher doses in patients with concomitant diseases or in the elderly, which is often the case in patients with OA.[@b15-jpr-9-941]--[@b17-jpr-9-941]

In the past few decades, complementary medicines with COX-independent pain-relieving and anti-inflammatory effects -- such as an oral enzyme combination (OEC) consisting of the natural compounds trypsin, bromelain, and rutoside trihydrate -- has become increasingly popular among OA patients in Europe and North America. In contrast to its popularity and patient-reported beneficial effects under daily practice conditions, scientific evidence for its efficacy remains rather limited.

Several randomized controlled trials have uniformly reported an improved safety/tolerability profile of OEC vs diclofenac (DIC), as well as comparable analgesic and antiphlogistic efficacy in patients with knee OA.[@b18-jpr-9-941]--[@b20-jpr-9-941] However, sample sizes were small, and data-reporting and data-evaluation procedures varied from trial to trial, leaving several question marks with respect to the general transferability of these study data into daily practice.

Due to this situation, the managing boards of the German Pain Association (Deutsche Gesellschaft für Schmerzmedizin \[DGS\]) and the German Pain League (Deutsche Schmerzliga \[DSL\]) commissioned the Institute for Neurosciences, Algesiology, and Pediatrics to develop a concept for and to execute a pooled individual patient-level meta-analysis of data from prospective randomized controlled trials comparing OEC vs DIC in patients with OA of the knee.

Materials and methods
=====================

Study identification
--------------------

Appropriate studies were identified from the Cochrane Library, Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews, Medline (1966 onward), Embase (1980 onward), Science Citation Index, International Pharmaceutical Abstracts, and via a hand search of journals and conference proceedings for randomized controlled trials with OEC. Relevant bibliographies were checked, and the marketing authorization and registration holder of the OEC product (Mucos Pharma GmbH, Berlin, Germany) was contacted and asked to provide unrestricted access to the original individual patient data (IPD).

Trials were included only if: 1) they were conducted in accordance with the principles of the Declaration of Helsinki and Good Clinical Practice; 2) they conformed to relevant national and local ethical and regulatory requirements valid at the time of the study; 3) they were prospectively conducted; 4) they were based on a randomized, double-blind design; 5) they were actively controlled vs DIC; 6) patients provided written informed consent for the collection, analysis, and release of anonymized data prior to study enrollment; and 7) unrestricted access to the original raw data was available and granted to allow the implementation of a pooled IPD reanalysis. Overall, six trials were identified that fulfilled the selection criteria mentioned and for which raw IPD were made available (see [Table 1](#t1-jpr-9-941){ref-type="table"}).[@b19-jpr-9-941]--[@b24-jpr-9-941]

Study characteristics
---------------------

### Design

All studies followed a prospective, randomized, actively controlled, double-blind, parallel-group design and were conducted in multiple centers and different countries in accordance with Good Clinical Practice guidelines. Investigational medication was prepared and given following a double-dummy approach to make drugs suitable for the double-blind study design.

### Subjects

The number of randomized patients varied from 59 to 268 subjects. Altogether, 774 middle-aged and older adults with moderate-to-severe knee OA who satisfied the following inclusion criteria -- common to all studies -- were enrolled: 1) age ≥18 years, 2) OA of the knee confirmed by conventional radiography and/or tomography, 3) an acute flare in the target joint clinically verified by a swelling of the affected knee upon physical examination, 4) a Lequesne algofunctional index (LAFI) score \>10 (indicating a "very severe" OA-related handicap), and 5) OA-related knee-pain intensity ≥3 on an 11-point numeric rating scale (NRS~11~) ranging from 0 ("no pain") to 10 ("worst pain conceivable"). Exclusion criteria that were common to all trials identified were: 1) presence of an acute or history of a clinically relevant knee trauma, 2) joint infection, 3) joint surgery or intra-articular injection ("viscotherapy"), 4) rheumatoid arthritis or other diseases causing secondary arthritis (eg, psoriatic arthritis, syphilitic neuropathy, metabolic bone disease, osteoporosis), 5) systemic or intra-articular treatment with corticosteroids within the previous two months, and 6) systemic pharmacotherapy with NSAIDs, COX2 inhibitors, or glucosamine/chondroitin within 2 weeks prior to baseline. In addition, subjects with clinically relevant GI, cardiovascular, hepatic, renal, and/or hematological diseases were excluded, as well as 1) patients with known sensitivity to NSAIDs, oral enzymes, or any ingredients of study medications, 2) pregnant or lactating women, 3) female patients of childbearing age not taking adequate contraception, and 4) patients who had participated in another clinical trial within the previous 30 days. Written informed consent was obtained from each patient prior to study enrolment following an oral and written explanation about the aim and the potential risks of the study.

### Treatments

Study medication consisted of Wobenzym enterically coated tablets containing 48 mg trypsin (from porcine or bovine pancreas; Chemical Abstracts Service \[CAS\] number 9002-07-7), 90 mg bromelain (from pineapples \[*Ananas comosus*\]; CAS number 37189-34-7), and 100 mg rutoside trihydrate (rutin; from the Japanese pagoda tree \[*Sophora japonica*\]; CAS number 250249-75-3) per tablet, DIC enterically coated tablets containing 50 mg DIC sodium per tablet, and matching placebos. OEC dosage was constant among all six studies, and consisted of six tablets per day (two tablets, three times daily), resulting in an overall OEC-delivered proteolytic enzyme activity of 7,290 International Pharmaceutical Federation units per day according to the International Commission on Pharmaceutical Enzymes.[@b25-jpr-9-941] DIC dosage varied between studies: three had a reference-dose regimen of 150 mg DIC (one tablet, three times daily) in the first week, followed by 100 mg DIC (one tablet, twice daily) in the remaining treatment period;[@b19-jpr-9-941],[@b21-jpr-9-941],[@b22-jpr-9-941] two studies administered 100 mg DIC (one tablet, twice daily) during the whole treatment period;[@b20-jpr-9-941],[@b23-jpr-9-941] and in one study 150 mg DIC (two tablets, three times daily) was administered throughout the whole treatment period.[@b24-jpr-9-941] Only one study contained a pure placebo group in addition to OEC and DIC;[@b24-jpr-9-941] the other five trials were solely actively controlled.

Subjects were assigned randomly to receive three times daily either one DIC tablet and two tablets of an indistinguishable placebo, or two tablets of Wobenzym and one tablet of placebo following a double-dummy approach. All interventions were identical in the total number of tablets and appearance. The random assignment of subjects to treatment groups was achieved through the use of computer-generated randomization lists in continuous recruitment order.

Besides the study medications and the continued use of daily low-dose aspirin for cardiovascular prophylaxis, no other antiphlogistic or analgesic therapies were permitted throughout the studies. When necessary, patients were allowed to self-medicate with acetaminophen (500 mg per tablet, up to 2,000 mg per day); however, they had to stop this rescue medication 24 hours prior to each scheduled examination. Treatments were given daily for a planned duration of 3 weeks in three studies,[@b19-jpr-9-941],[@b21-jpr-9-941],[@b22-jpr-9-941] 6 weeks in two,[@b20-jpr-9-941],[@b23-jpr-9-941] and 12 weeks in one study.[@b24-jpr-9-941]

### Efficacy outcomes

In all six studies, primary efficacy analyses were based on the self-assessment of pain and functionality of the affected knee joint using the LAFI. Secondary efficacy analyses addressed self-assessments of knee pain intensity at rest (PIR) and pain intensity in motion (PIM).

### Safety assessments

Drug safety was assessed by analyses of occurrence, nature, severity, and relevance of AEs, as well as drug-related treatment-emergent AEs (TEAEs), that occurred during the studies, either recorded in patient diaries or communicated directly to study personnel. In addition, vital signs (resting systolic and diastolic blood pressure, heart rate, and body temperature) were recorded and blood samples for routine laboratory measurements taken at baseline and end-of-study visits.

Data collection and IPD extraction
----------------------------------

After careful evaluation of the study materials collected with respect to their completeness and quality, the original (raw) data of each study were extracted by two independent clinical research associates (blinded for study treatment) using a uniform case-report form specifically developed for this analysis. During this process, all randomized patients with a case-report form containing at least one postbaseline measure were registered, even those lost to follow-up and/or excluded from the published analyses of the original trials (modified intent-to-treat \[ITT\] approach). After this transfer, both data sets for each study were independently captured electronically using an optical character-recognition program for automated data capture from filled forms[@b26-jpr-9-941] and compared to exclude any extraction inconsistencies to guarantee 100% concordance with the original study data. Finally, consolidated databases of all six trials were merged together in a single database, which built the basis for the meta-analysis.

Efficacy assessments
--------------------

Efficacy assessments were performed on the basis of patient-reported outcomes available in all studies identified for the LAFI, PIR, and PIM. The LAFI is an internationally used validated patient questionnaire for the self-assessment of OA-related joint pain and functional disability in daily life recommended by the US Food and Drug Administration and the European Medicines Agency.[@b27-jpr-9-941],[@b28-jpr-9-941] It provides an estimate of the pain intensity associated with the affected joint, the maximum distance walked, and activities of daily living, and is reported as a total (index) score ranging from 0 (no impairment) to 24 (worst functional impairment possible).[@b29-jpr-9-941] PIR and PIM, based on the OA-related knee-joint pain intensity for both conditions, were rated by patients on the basis of the NRS~11~.

Safety and tolerability measures
--------------------------------

Safety assessments consisted of monitoring all TEAEs, collected via spontaneous reports and patient visits. In the original studies, TEAEs were collected through both direct questioning by the physicians and spontaneous patient reports, and were recorded at each visit. After data extraction, all TEAEs were uniformly encoded with the Medical Dictionary for Regulatory Activities (version 17.1)[@b30-jpr-9-941] and evaluated for severity and relationship to study medication.

Laboratory measures
-------------------

Laboratory analyses focused on treatment-related changes of parameters known to be directly or indirectly affected by NSAIDs like DIC. Parameters of primary interest were hemoglobin, hematocrit, and erythrocyte count, as well as the key hepatic enzymes AST, ALT, and GGT.

Statistical analysis
--------------------

The aim of this study was to evaluate the efficacy and safety/tolerability of OEC vs DIC for adult patients suffering from OA of the knee. Primary efficacy criteria for these comparisons were the treatment contrasts for LAFI improvement at study end compared to baseline. The primary efficacy end point was absolute LAFI change vs baseline. Due to the recommendations of Bellamy et al and Tubach et al, 3 points on the raw LAFI scale were formally defined as a noninferiority margin.[@b31-jpr-9-941],[@b32-jpr-9-941] Secondary efficacy parameters included 1) the proportion of LAFI responders (ie, patients experiencing a clinically relevant LAFI improvement, defined as either a relative and/or absolute improvement ≥50%/≥3 index points) at study end vs baseline, 2) absolute and relative (percentage vs baseline) change in PIR and PIM, 3) the proportion of patients with PIM relief equal to or above the minimal clinically important difference (MCID) of 2 points on the NRS~11~,[@b32-jpr-9-941] and 4) percentage of those patients reporting a ≥30 and ≥50% improvement vs baseline.

The primary safety end point was the percentage of patients with TEAEs. Secondary safety/tolerability parameters covered the percentages of patients with TEAE-related study discontinuations and the spectrum and characteristics of the TEAEs reported.

The primary end point of the laboratory analyses was the proportion of patients within both treatment groups who presented with a combined decrease in hemoglobin, hematocrit, and erythrocyte count (taken as indirect measures for treatment-related blood loss via subclinical lesions of the GI mucosa), as well as an increase in all three hepatic key enzymes at study end (taken as an indicator for drug-related hepatic reactions), irrespective of the dimension. Secondary end points evaluated absolute changes at study end vs baseline and the percentage of patients with any change for each individual laboratory parameter.

Efficacy analyses were performed primarily for the ITT population, which consisted of all randomized patients who took at least one dose of study medication and who had at least one postbaseline/postdose efficacy measure (modified ITT approach). For the primary efficacy end point, additional per protocol (PP) analyses were performed to get a more conservative look on the comparability of treatment effects. Safety analyses based on the safety population, which consisted of all randomized patients who took at least one dose of study medication, and laboratory evaluations were done for all randomized patients with at least one baseline blood sample (laboratory population).

Due to the exploratory design of this IPD meta-analysis, no formal sample-size estimations were performed. Linear interpolation was used to impute intermittent missing scores and the last-observation-carried-forward method to impute missing scores after early discontinuation.[@b33-jpr-9-941]--[@b35-jpr-9-941] The corresponding last-observation-carried-forward data set built the basis for all primary and secondary end-point analyses. For continuous variables, descriptive statistics were summarized by the number of patients, the mean, standard deviation (SD), 95% confidence interval (95% CI) of the mean, median, and range. For categorical and ordinal variables, data were summarized by frequency and percentage (%) of participants in each category; where appropriate, 95% CIs were added.

All efficacy, safety, and tolerability analyses were done in the form of a one-stage approach for the whole patient sample, which allowed adjustment for any heterogeneity among the included studies. For between-groups comparisons of continuous/categorical variables, Student *t*-tests/Pearson's *χ*^2^ tests were used. For within-group (eg, before and after) comparisons, paired-sample *t*-tests were performed. All statistical tests were carried out using a two-sided significance level of 0.05 and were based on a Holm--Bonferroni approach to counteract the problem of multiple comparisons.[@b35-jpr-9-941],[@b36-jpr-9-941]

An additional two-stage approach was performed as formal meta-analysis for the primary efficacy end point, and both efficacy populations were evaluated (ITT and PP) to quantify the amount of heterogeneity between included studies. Mean differences were based on analyses of covariance (outcome measures adjusted for baseline LAFI scores): equality 0, superiority \<0, inferiority \>1). Tests for quantitative heterogeneity were performed using standard *χ*^2^ and *I*^2^ statistics. Qualitative interaction was evaluated by the Gail--Simon test.[@b37-jpr-9-941] If there was no evidence for a qualitative interaction (*P*≥0.2), a fixed-effect model according to Hedges and Olkin was used;[@b38-jpr-9-941] otherwise (*P*\<0.2), a random-effect model was used to estimate between-study variance according to Der-Simonian and Laird.[@b39-jpr-9-941],[@b40-jpr-9-941]

All assessments and analyses were performed blinded without information on treatment-group membership or study medications. Treatment codes were only released at the end of the statistical process and after completion of all analyses to evaluate any between-group differences.

Evaluation of study selection/publication bias
----------------------------------------------

Possible publication bias was evaluated with the funnel-plot approach -- introduced by Light and Pillemer and extensively discussed by Egger et al -- on basis of the treatment effects for the primary end point analysis (mean LAFI difference) and the corresponding standard errors calculated during the two-stage approach.[@b41-jpr-9-941]--[@b43-jpr-9-941]

Ethics
------

Data from positively identified studies were only included in this IPD meta-analysis if the original studies were conducted in accordance with the principles of the Declaration of Helsinki and Good Clinical Practice, conformed to relevant national and local ethical and regulatory requirements valid at the time of the study, had been approved by an independent ethics committee prior to beginning, and informed consent was obtained from all study patients.

This meta-analysis was evaluated and approved by the managing boards of the DGS and the DSL, and registered in the German pain study registry (Gesellschaft für Schmerzmedizin 2015-0005-01) and in the European Network of Centres for Pharmacoepidemiology and Pharmacovigilance (ENcEPP) electronic study registry of the European Medicines Agency (ENcEPP/SDPP/12247).

Results
=======

Study population
----------------

Overall, those six studies identified and selected for this IPD meta-analysis randomized 774 patients (see [Table 1](#t1-jpr-9-941){ref-type="table"} and patient disposition in [Figure 1](#f1-jpr-9-941){ref-type="fig"}). A total of 759 patients received study medication (n=375 with OEC and n=384 with DIC) and accumulated postbaseline data, qualifying for being included in the safety population. Of those, 536 (70.6%) completed the whole observation period: 270 (72%) with OEC and 266 (69.3%) with DIC. Within the safety-analysis population, 697 patients (90.1% of those randomized) -- of whom 348 had been treated with OEC and 349 with DIC -- recorded at least one postbaseline efficacy measure, qualifying for inclusion into the modified ITT population for the efficacy analysis. A total of 523 patients (67.6% of those randomized and 75.2% of ITT) formed the PP population (n=265 with OEC, n=258 with DIC), and 500 patients (64.6%) presented with evaluable laboratory-data recordings and were aggregated as the laboratory-analysis population (n=247 with OEC, n=253 with DIC).

Baseline demographic and clinical characteristics
-------------------------------------------------

Main demographic and baseline characteristics for the safety population are shown in [Table 2](#t2-jpr-9-941){ref-type="table"}. Despite some heterogeneity between studies, baseline parameters were well balanced among both treatment groups, with only minor (and insignificant) between-group differences. Mean ± SD age of the patients was 60.9±10.2 years. Patient age varied between 52 and 63.5 years, and with 127 patients (18.2%), nearly a fifth were older than 70 years. Two-thirds of patients (n=477, 68.4%) were female. Average ± SD LAFI score at baseline was 12.7±2.3, and ranged from 7 to 21 in the OEC group and from 6 to 21 in the DIC group. Average ± SD PIR and PIM were 3.9±2.3 and 6.5±1.8 NRS~11~. Corresponding percentages of patients with PIR/PIM scores ≤3 NRS~11~ (indicative for "minor"/"mild" pain) were 325 (41.5%)/35 (4.5%), and comparable for both treatment groups.

Efficacy analysis
-----------------

### Primary end point

The LAFI improved significantly within both treatment groups at study end vs baseline ([Table 3](#t3-jpr-9-941){ref-type="table"}). With OEC, average ± SD LAFI scores improved from 12.6±2.4 at baseline to 9.1±3.9 at study end (*P*\<0.001) and with DIC from 12.7±2.4 to 9.1±4.2 (*P*\<0.001). Absolute (NRS~11~)/relative (percentage) differences at study end vs baseline were −3.5±4.2/−27.8±30.8 for OEC, comparable to those for DIC, with −3.6±4.3/−28.3±32.1 (not significant for either parameter). With Cohen's *d* of 0.9 for OEC and 0.88 for DIC, corresponding treatment-effect sizes were large (ie, \>0.8).

Forest plots in [Figure 2](#f2-jpr-9-941){ref-type="fig"} for the ITT and PP populations show only minor and statistically insignificant differences for LAFI scores at study end (*P*=0.1379/0.2731 for ITT/PP analysis). Based on a fixed-effect model, mean (95% CI) differences for the ITT population were 0.3125 (−0.1003 to 0.7253) and 0.2662 for PP (−0.2098 to 0.7422). Calculated between-group differences were small and clinically irrelevant, as they were far below the predefined noninferiority margins of ±3, and calculated CIs excluded any relevant between-group differences (ITT 0.7253, PP 0.7422), thus confirming noninferiority up to a very narrow range.

### Secondary end points

In total, 76.4% of patients treated with OEC (n=266) and 76.8% of those treated with DIC (n=268) presented with an LAFI improvement vs baseline ([Table 3](#t3-jpr-9-941){ref-type="table"}). Proportions of patients reporting distinct LAFI response rates vs baseline were comparable among both treatment groups (see [Figure 3](#f3-jpr-9-941){ref-type="fig"}). A ≥30% response was seen for 138/143 OEC/DIC patients (39.7%/41%): 82/84 (23.6/24.1%) reported ≥50% response and 38/41 (10.9%/11.7%) ≥70% response. In parallel, the proportion of patients with LAFI scores ≤7, indicating only "minor"/"mild" OA impairment increased with OEC to 115 (33%, *P*\<0.001) and for those treated with DIC to 117 (33.5%, *P*\<0.001).

Regression analyses of the before-and-after development of LAFI scores for both treatment collectives and ITT patients (see [Figure 4](#f4-jpr-9-941){ref-type="fig"}) revealed for both treatments a proportional improvement: largest treatment effects were observed for patients with highest OA burden (LAFI scores) at baseline, and treatment effects decreased toward those patients with minor impairments. Regression lines for the before-and-after LAFI scores of patients treated with OEC and DIC were almost congruent, as were the corresponding regression parameters.

Proportions of patients presenting with a clinically significant LAFI response at study end (ie, those with an improvement equal to or greater than the corresponding MCID of 3 NRS~11~ points in combination with ≥50% relief vs baseline; see [Table 4](#t4-jpr-9-941){ref-type="table"}) were comparable for OEC (n=81, 23.3%) and DIC (n=83, 23.8%, odds ratio \[OR 0.97\]; *P*=0.954).

OA-related knee-joint PIR and PIM improved significantly with both treatments at study end vs baseline ([Table 4](#t4-jpr-9-941){ref-type="table"} and [Figure 5](#f5-jpr-9-941){ref-type="fig"}). Average ± SD NRS~11~ scores for PIR improved for OEC/DIC from 3.9±2.3/3.9±2.2 at baseline to 2.3±2.4/2.3±2.2 at study end (absolute change −1.6±2.3/−1.6±2.2 NRS~11~, relative change −41%±60.5%/−41%±62.8%, effect size 0.68/0.65; vs baseline *P*\<0.001 for both groups). Proportions of patients with pain-intensity scores ≤3 NRS~11~ increased with OEC/DIC from 46%/47.3% (n=160/165) at baseline to 71.8%/71.9% (n=250/251) at study end (*P*\<0.001 for both treatments), and corresponding ≥30% and ≥50% response rates were at 57.5%/57.9% (n=200/202) and 39.9%/40.1% (n=139/140), comparable among both treatment groups. PIM scores improved from OEC/DIC 6.4±1.9/6.6±1.8 at baseline to 3.8±2.7/3.9±2.5 at study end (absolute change −2.6±2.6/−2.7±2.5 NRS~11~, relative change −40.6%±40.2%/−40.9%±40.6%, effect size 1.01 for both; vs baseline *P*\<0.001 for both treatments). Percentage with PIM NRS~11~ scores ≤3 increased from OEC/DIC 4.9%/5.2% (n=17/18) at baseline to 47.7%/48.4% (n=166/169) at study end (*P*\<0.001 for both), and corresponding ≥30% and ≥50% response rates were identical: 56.6%/57% (n=197/199) and 34.2%/35.5% (n=119/124).

Safety analysis
---------------

As shown in [Figure 6](#f6-jpr-9-941){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 5](#t5-jpr-9-941){ref-type="table"}, a total of 655 AEs were registered, of which 223 were classified as TEAEs related to OEC (n=90) or DIC (n=133). Within the safety population, significantly fewer patients treated with OEC (n=55, 14.7%) vs DIC (n=81, 21.1%) met the primary safety end point and reported at least one TEAE (OR 0.64, 95% CI 0.44--0.94; *P*=0.021). Two or more TEAEs were reported with OEC by 5.9% (n=22) vs 10.4% (n=40) with DIC (OR 0.54, 95% CI 0.31--0.92; *P*=0.022), and TEAE-related treatment discontinuations were seen in 5.9% of patients treated with OEC (n=22) vs 10.2% with DIC (n=39, OR 0.55, 95% CI 0.32--0.95; *P*=0.03). The detailed analysis shown in [Table 5](#t5-jpr-9-941){ref-type="table"} revealed that the majority of patients with TEAEs (15.3%, n=116) reported events associated with the GI system (overall 162 TEAEs). In total, 72 DIC vs 44 OEC patients (18.8% vs 11.7%) reported at least one TEAE affecting the GI system (*P*=0.007). Abdominal discomfort as reportable single TEAE was the most frequently documented drug-related AE, noted with OEC/DIC in 3.2%/8.6% (n=12/33, *P*=0.002), followed by diarrhea in 5.6%/5.2% (n=21/20, not significant) and dyspepsia in 1.3%/3.9% (n=5/15, p=0.027). In 12 vs three DIC vs OEC patients (3.1% vs 0.8%) laboratory parameters were conspicuous (*P*=0.021), and six vs no patients presented with cardiovascular TEAEs (*P*=0.015). Overall, the majority of TEAEs were classified as mild (n=115, 51.6%) or moderate intensity (n=95, 42.6%), and only in 5.8% (n=13) as severe. In all cases, TEAEs recovered completely, without any countermeasures (n=123), after treatment discontinuation (n=91), or with the help of a supportive drug treatment (n=9).

Laboratory analysis
-------------------

At first view, evaluation of treatment-related laboratory changes detected only minor differences of the key parameters analyzed in blood samples taken from patients at end of study vs those taken at baseline (see [Table 6](#t6-jpr-9-941){ref-type="table"}). Overall, absolute/relative ± SD changes vs baseline calculated for hemoglobin (−0.3±0.7/−1.8±5.3), hematocrit (−0.7±2.5/−1.6±5.8), and erythrocyte count (−0.1±0.5/−2.2±7.2) were -- equally to those found for AST (1.1±11/5.8±23.6), ALT (2.8±10.4/14±28.4), and GGT (1.8±11.5/8.6±31.1) -- neither significant nor clinically relevant. However, between-group analyses revealed significant differences in favor of the enzyme treatment, as both the proportion of patients with any worsening (see [Table 6](#t6-jpr-9-941){ref-type="table"}) as well as the degree of change measured at study end vs baseline (see [Figure 7](#f7-jpr-9-941){ref-type="fig"}) were significantly higher for DIC than OEC. In detail, parameter deteriorations with OEC/DIC were found for hemoglobin in 21.1%/83.4% (n=52/211 patients of the equivalent laboratory population), for hematocrit in 17%/87% (n=42/220), for erythrocyte count in 18.2%/88.5% (n=45/22), for AST in 28.7%/68.8% (n=71/174), for ALT in 25.9%/84.2% (n=64/213), and for GGT in 30%/64.8% (n=74/164) (*P*\<0.001 for each).

Observed absolute/relative changes vs baseline were usually small, but for all laboratory measures evaluated, DIC treatment was followed by a significant worsening, with *P*-values ranging from 0.046 for GGT, 0.043 for AST, and 0.002 for ALT up to \<0.001 for hemoglobin, hematocrit, and erythrocyte count, in contrast to OEC, which showed no significant changes over time. OEC/DIC-related absolute (relative) changes vs baseline were for AST −0.4/2.5 U/L (−2.2%/14.0%), for ALT −0.5/6.1 U/L (−2.5%/30.3%), and for GGT −0.9/4.5 U/L (−4.3%/21.7%). In total, 218 DIC vs 46 OEC patients (86.3% vs 18.8%) presented with a combined decrease of hemoglobin, hematocrit, and erythrocyte count (OR 27.22, 95% CI 16.85--43.97; *P*\<0.001) and 184 vs 70 (72.6% vs 28.2%), with a combined increase in AST, ALT, and GGT (OR 6.74, 95% CI 4.56--9.97; *P*\<0.001). A detectable simultaneous deterioration in any of the aforementioned six laboratory measures (the primary end point of this laboratory analysis) was found for 81 DIC vs 37 OEC patients (32% vs 15%, OR 2.67, 95% CI 1.73--4.14; *P*\<0.001).

Publication bias
----------------

No indication of publication bias was found for the studies included in this IPD meta-analysis. As shown with the funnel plot in [Figure 8](#f8-jpr-9-941){ref-type="fig"}, there was no evidence of bias or positive monotonic relationship between efficacy and sample size (*P*-value for bias 0.05). All six studies included were located within the area defined by the 95% CI, and varied around the vertical centerline. No traces of unpublished studies were found, despite an extensive search of trial registers and the reference lists of relevant articles ("backward snowballing").

Discussion
==========

OA is a highly prevalent and restricting disease with significant potential to threaten quality of life. Pain and impairment of physical functioning are the key domains for the overall burden of suffering experienced by patients with OA of the knee.[@b44-jpr-9-941] In addition to physical exercises and lifestyle changes, adequate symptomatic pharmacological management strategies have a beneficial and clinically relevant impact on pain, functional capability in daily life, and overall quality of life.[@b45-jpr-9-941]--[@b47-jpr-9-941] Although often pathophysiologically characterized as a primary degenerative disease with intermittent inflammatory flares, chronic low-grade inflammation seems to constitute an important aspect of OA pathology, requiring adequate and ongoing antiphlogistic treatments.[@b48-jpr-9-941],[@b49-jpr-9-941] NSAIDs are primarily effective in limiting OA-related pain by their capacity to impair inflammation and nociceptive activity through COX2 inhibition; however, they are limited by their potential to cause serious GI, cardiovascular, renal, and allergic side effects,[@b50-jpr-9-941]--[@b54-jpr-9-941] which altogether have evolved into the main life-threatening risk factors of the disease, especially in the elderly, a patient population risk of overall increased mortality.[@b55-jpr-9-941] Due to this, current OA-treatment guidelines specifically recommend using these agents only at the lowest (effective) dose and to avoid long-term treatment whenever possible, de facto confining their use for the episodic treatment of transient OA flares.[@b5-jpr-9-941],[@b9-jpr-9-941],[@b56-jpr-9-941],[@b57-jpr-9-941] While these recommendations are comprehensible from a safety point of view, they disregard not only the aforementioned pathophysiological need for a prolonged antiphlogistic treatment to prevent OA progression but also patients' legitimate claims for treatments that are effective, safe, and well tolerated.

In this meta-analysis of IPD from six individual prospective, double-blind, randomized, DIC-controlled, parallel-group trials in patients with OA of the knee, treatment with an oral enzyme product containing three natural compounds resulted in a DIC-comparable benefit with respect to both efficacy domains important for OA patients to reduce their overall burden of disease: physical functioning and pain intensity. All six studies included in this IPD meta-analysis had a similar design, and assigned eligible patients randomly to either OEC or DIC treatment for a duration of 3--12 weeks. Treatment groups were equally balanced with regard to patient demographics and OA baseline characteristics. ITT/PP CIs for the treatment-effect difference on the LAFI -- the primary efficacy end point of this study -- excluded any clinically relevant between-group differences (mean ITT/PP difference 0.3125/0.2662 points), and demonstrated noninferiority of both treatments up to a very narrow margin not only for the ITT population (0.7253 points) but also for the more conservative PP population (0.7422 points). Both treatment groups showed an improvement in more than 75% of patients, reaching ≥30%/50% decrease in complaints at study end vs baseline in 39.7%/23.6% of OEC patients and in 41%/24.1% of DIC patients. In parallel, PIR and PIM improved significantly during the course of both study treatments, and two-thirds of patients in both groups reported a relief PIM greater than the MCID for the NRS~11~ pain-intensity scale used, indicating not only biometrically significant but also clinically relevant treatment effects, even more important for individual patients.

Both OEC and DIC have been reported to exhibit antiphlogistic effects, essential not only for the acute treatment of OA flares but also important to reduce disease progression over time.[@b58-jpr-9-941]--[@b60-jpr-9-941] While DIC induces its anti-inflammatory activity primarily via systemic inhibition of COX2,[@b61-jpr-9-941]--[@b63-jpr-9-941] the mechanisms of OEC action are yet not fully understood, and its clinical (analgesic, antiedematous, anti-inflammatory, antioxidant, and fibrinolytic) influences probably depend on the combination of different effects, propagated by its polyphenolic (rutoside) and hydrolytic enzyme constituents (bromelain and trypsin): while bromelain decreases neutrophil migration, secretion of proinflammatory cytokines, reduces platelet aggregation, and exhibits fibrinolytic activities in dissolving fibrin clots,[@b64-jpr-9-941]--[@b69-jpr-9-941] trypsin demonstrates antioxidant effects, influences the activation of PAR2, and decreases the inflammatory response in animal models and in studies with allergic respiratory disease,[@b70-jpr-9-941]--[@b72-jpr-9-941] and the flavonoid rutoside shows antioxidative, anti-inflammatory, and antimicrobial effects.[@b73-jpr-9-941]--[@b76-jpr-9-941] Based on the results of this IPD meta-analysis, the beneficial anti-inflammatory and analgesic effects of OEC were comparable to those of DIC, one of the most prevalently prescribed NSAIDs for OA worldwide, in 2013 responsible for 356 million defined daily doses in Germany alone, corresponding to \~35% of the overall national German NSAID prescriptions in that year.[@b77-jpr-9-941]

In contrast to their comparable functional and analgesic efficacy, treatment groups differed significantly with respect to the primary safety and laboratory end points in this analysis. The number of TEAEs and percentages of patients with TEAEs were significantly greater with DIC vs OEC and nearly twice as many DIC patients affected by TEAEs discontinued prematurely in comparison to those reported for OEC. Not surprisingly, DIC-related TEAEs most prevalently affected the GI system, and for that distinct organ class both the overall number of TEAEs (n=101 vs 61, *P*\<0.001) and the number of patients affected (n=72 vs 44, 18.8% vs 11.7%; *P*=0.007) were significantly higher for DIC vs OEC. However, significant between-group DIC vs OEC differences were also found for patients affected by TEAEs categorized toward the organ classes "investigations" (n=12 vs 3, 3.1% vs 0.8%; p=0.021) and "cardiac system" (n=6 vs 0, 1.6% vs 0; *P*=0.015), underlining the complex interactions of COX inhibition with physiological body function.

Abnormalities in hepatic function are another concern with longer-term DIC therapy, especially in elderly patients using multiple pharmacological treatments to address the increasing occurrence of different comorbidities. DIC but not OEC treatment was associated in the majority of patients with noticeable and statistically highly significant increases of the key liver enzymes AST, ALT, and GGT at study end vs baseline. From a clinical point of view, these laboratory changes were for individual patients mostly irrelevant. Except for those 12 patients (3.1%) with laboratory abnormalities classified as TEAEs, DIC-related laboratory changes were usually below the upper reference ranges reported for these parameters evaluated, and none of the patients reported any related clinical complaints suggestive for hepatic failure. From that point of view, these between-sample differences seen for patients without further pathological findings would not usually raise any concerns in daily life. However, within the patient population evaluated during this IPD meta-analysis, DIC-related laboratory effects were highly prevalent, consistent between parameters evaluated, and significantly different from those effects seen with OEC, generating critical questions about its safety profile, especially if the relatively short treatment duration (3--12 weeks) is taken into account. Comparable, if at all less extensive observations on DIC-related changes in hepatic enzymes were reported by Klein et al, who found at the end of their 6-week treatment with DIC an average ± SD ALT increase of 2.2±8.5 U/L,[@b77-jpr-9-941] and a pooled safety analysis reported average ± SD changes of 1.87±13.7 U/L for ALT and 2.94±14.3 U/l for AST in elderly OA patients treated with oral DIC for 4-12 weeks.[@b79-jpr-9-941]

The prevalence of elevated liver enzymes in our study was significantly higher than those reported by others, who published DIC-related increases of hepatic enzymes in up to 15% of patients treated chronically,[@b80-jpr-9-941]--[@b82-jpr-9-941] an increase beyond three times the upper reference range in 2%--4% of patients,[@b83-jpr-9-941] and a clinically relevant DIC-related hepatotoxicity in about six per 100,000 DIC users.[@b84-jpr-9-941] This can be explained by differences in sample size, study design, and especially event definition. In our analysis, we counted every change vs baseline as a "signal" (irrespective of its magnitude), while others preferred to count only increases beyond the upper reference range. The pathogenesis of DIC-induced hepatotoxicity is still not fully understood; however, a combination of direct toxic effects (caused by DIC metabolites) and indirect toxicity (caused by inflammatory processes) have been suggested to be responsible for the hepatocellular pattern of liver injury seen with DIC.[@b85-jpr-9-941] Despite their subclinical relevance, the highly prevalent and consistent changes in liver enzymes detected in this IPD meta-analysis following short- to intermediate-term treatment with DIC have to be taken as a warning signal for the critical constellation that NSAID-induced hepatotoxicity increases with age and the circumstance that NSAIDs are increasingly prescribed, particular among elderly patients.[@b86-jpr-9-941],[@b87-jpr-9-941]

The DIC-associated observation of a decrease in hemoglobin, hematocrit, and erythrocyte count may be explained as laboratory correlates of treatment-related mucosal lesions of the intestine and subsequent blood loss via the GI system. Prevalence and excess of changes were comparable to those reported by Roth and Fuller in their studies on DIC safety in OA.[@b79-jpr-9-941],[@b88-jpr-9-941] Subclinical GI blood loss is a common consequence of NSAID treatment, and predominantly is not caused by NSAID effects on the upper GI tract, but rather by topical side effects in the small intestine, where the enterohepatic circulation of NSAIDs increases their exposure toward the mucosal epithelium.[@b89-jpr-9-941]--[@b91-jpr-9-941] Proven consequences are silent mucosal inflammation, reduced blood flow, epithelial damage, mucosal injury, increased mucosal permeability, malabsorption, protein loss, and occult blood loss (with an associated decrease in hemoglobin), reported for more than 50% of patients on NSAIDs or low-dose aspirin.[@b92-jpr-9-941]--[@b94-jpr-9-941] The clinical significance of these NSAID-related TEAEs on the lower GI tract are poorly characterized compared to those of the upper tract; however, they must not be underestimated, as studies have reported a similar or even higher mortality for complications arising from the lower when compared with those of the upper GI tract.[@b95-jpr-9-941],[@b96-jpr-9-941] At present, effective means to prevent NSAID-related intestinal lesions are not available. Therefore, based on the currently available data, treatment with an equally effective but significantly better-tolerated agent, such as OEC, seems to be a reasonable alternative for OA patients who need anti-inflammatory therapy.

Limitations
-----------

One of the major limitations of this IPD meta-analysis was the lack of an adequate placebo group. As only one of those six studies included in this report contained placebo data,[@b24-jpr-9-941] the aggregation of a representative placebo patient group for treatment-effect comparisons was impossible. Currently, a matched triple analysis (OEC vs DIC vs placebo) is scheduled to gain further insight into the efficacy and tolerability of OEC and DIC compared with placebo, but analyses are not yet finished and results will be published later. However, efficacy results reported for DIC -- a well-established and prevalently prescribed NSAID for OA treatment -- were in line with those data published for its activity in placebo-controlled trials and gave no cause for serious concerns about a relevant or inadequate overestimation of treatment effects.

Another critical issue is the apparent lack of long-term data. The data presented indicate an equivalent efficacy and superior safety/tolerability profile of OEC vs DIC for a treatment period of up to 12 weeks, and suggest comparable effects with repeated and ongoing effects with prolonged use.

However, the moderate lengths of the OEC studies included give neither formal evidence for a sustained efficacy comparable to DIC beyond a treatment duration of 12 weeks nor for the maintenance of a safety and tolerability profile superior to that of DIC. While some data support safe and efficacious long-term use of OEC for durations up to 1--5 years, the number of studies is limited and patients enrolled suffered from different disease conditions (eg, rheumatoid arthritis, multiple sclerosis) not really comparable to OA.[@b97-jpr-9-941]--[@b99-jpr-9-941] Due to that, adequate studies evaluating repeated and long-term use are necessary to confirm whether OEC is also over an extended period of time an adequate alternative to DIC in adults suffering from OA.

Conclusion
==========

This is the first IPD meta-analysis aggregating patient-level data on the efficacy, tolerability, and safety of OEC vs DIC in adult populations suffering from OA. The results obtained from six randomized controlled trials lasting 3--12 weeks demonstrated for both treatment groups comparable efficacy and clinically relevant improvement with respect to knee-joint pain and pain-related restrictions in daily life functioning. OEC presented with a significantly superior safety profile vs DIC, characterized by a lower prevalence of TEAEs, fewer patients affected by TEAEs, and fewer TEAE-related treatment discontinuations. In addition, laboratory evaluation of data from blood samples taken at baseline and study end showed virtually no OEC-related changes, while treatment with DIC was followed by changes in key hepatic enzymes in \~72.6% and red blood parameters in \~86.3% of patients. This overall superior risk--benefit profile qualifies OEC not only as an alternative OA treatment to DIC and other NSAIDs in high-risk patients but also as a safe and efficacious option for the daily management of OA-related joint pain.

The concept for this meta-analysis was developed by the Institute of Neurological Sciences, Algesiology, and Pediatrics on behalf of the German Pain Association (Deutsche Gesellschaft für Schmerzmedizin \[DGS\]) and the German Pain League (Deutsche Schmerzliga \[DSL\]). The original studies were realized by independent contract-research organizations and sponsored by Mucos Pharma, Germany. Neither the sponsor of the original studies nor any of its employees exerted any influence on the conduct of the study, nor on analyses, interpretation, and publication of the results.
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![Patient disposition.\
**Abbreviations:** OEC, oral enzyme combination; DIC, diclofenac; TEAEs, treatment-emergent adverse events; FUP, follow-up.](jpr-9-941Fig1){#f1-jpr-9-941}

![OEC vs DIC on LAFI score (primary efficacy end point) for six randomized controlled trials.\
**Notes:** Comparison (ANCOVA) of efficacy (effect size: mean difference, LOCF data set) for intent-to-treat (**A**) and per protocol (**B**) populations.\
**Abbreviations:** OEC, oral enzyme combination; DIC, diclofenac; LAFI, Lequesne algofunctional index; ANCOVA, analysis of covariance; LOCF, last observation carried forward; CI, confidence interval; D, difference.](jpr-9-941Fig2){#f2-jpr-9-941}

![Lequesne algofunctional index (LAFI) scores.\
**Notes:** Scores at baseline (black columns) vs study end (white columns, **A,B**) and corresponding relative relief/improvement rates (**C,D**) for the oral enzyme combination (**A,C**) vs diclofenac (**B,D**). Data given for the intent-to-treat population.](jpr-9-941Fig3){#f3-jpr-9-941}

![Scatterplots and box-and-whisker plots of the Lequesne algofunctional index (LAFI) scores (primary efficacy endpoint) for the oral enzyme combination (**A**) and diclofenac (**B**). Scatterplots base on baseline (X-axis) vs either study end (Y-axis; left panels) LAFI scores or corresponding absolute LAFI changes at study end vs baseline (Y-axis; middle panels). Box-and-whisker plots show LAFI scores at baseline vs end of study. Data are given for the 'intent-to-treat' population (ITT).\
**Notes:** Solid lines are regression lines; dashed lines separate the sectors "improvement" vs "deterioration". (lower right vs upper left sectors for the scatterplots on the left and lower vs upper sectors for the scatterplots in the midst)\
**Abbreviations:** SD, standard deviation; CI, confidence interval.](jpr-9-941Fig4){#f4-jpr-9-941}

![Pain-intensity box plots.\
**Notes:** Proportion (+95% confidence intervals) of patients who recorded either a significant absolute (≥2 NRS~11~ points) or relative change (≥30%, ≥50% improvement) with respect to pain intensity at rest (**A**) or the pain intensity in motion (**B**) at study end vs baseline. Data given for the intent-to-treat (ITT) population and patients treated with either the oral enzyme combination (OEC; white columns) or with diclofenac (DIC; black columns).\
**Abbreviation:** NRS~11~, 11-point numeric rating scale.](jpr-9-941Fig5){#f5-jpr-9-941}

![Treatment-emergent adverse event (TEAE) box plots.\
**Notes:** Data given for the laboratory population and patients treated with either the oral enzyme combination (OEC; white columns) or with diclofenac (DIC; black columns).\
**Abbreviations:** CI, confidence interval; GI, gastrointestinal; OEC, oral enzyme combination; DIC, diclofenac.](jpr-9-941Fig6){#f6-jpr-9-941}

![Parameter-change box plots.\
**Notes:** Proportion (+95% confidence intervals \[CIs\]) of patients who presented with a decrease in hemoglobin, hematocrit, or erythrocytes, or an increase in AST, ALT, or GGT at study end vs baseline. Data given for the laboratory population and patients treated either with the oral enzyme combination (OEC; white columns) or with diclofenac (DIC; black columns).\
**Abbreviations:** CI, confidence interval; GI, gastrointestinal; OEC, oral enzyme combination; DIC, diclofenac.](jpr-9-941Fig7){#f7-jpr-9-941}

![Funnel plot with 95% confidence intervals\
**Notes:** Data from six randomized controlled trials[@b19-jpr-9-941]--[@b24-jpr-9-941] comparing oral enzyme combination vs diclofenac with respect to Lequesne algofunctional index: changes from baseline (analysis of covariance); effect size (mean difference); and last-observation-carried-forward data set (intent-to-treat population).](jpr-9-941Fig8){#f8-jpr-9-941}

###### 

Study overview and patient disposition

  Study                               Tmt     RND   Safety population   ITT population   PP population   Lab population   Tmt   Daily dose         
  ----------------------------------- ------- ----- ------------------- ---------------- --------------- ---------------- ----- ------------ ----- ---------
  Herrera[@b22-jpr-9-941]             3       59    59 (100)            59 (100)         52 (88.1)       0                \+    \+           3×2   150/100
  Klein and Kullich[@b21-jpr-9-941]   3       73    73 (100)            73 (100)         66 (90.4)       46 (63)          \+    \+           3×2   150/100
  Singer et al[@b19-jpr-9-941]        3       63    63 (100)            63 (100)         57 (90.5)       15 (23.8)        \+    \+           3×2   150/100
  Roth and Stauder[@b23-jpr-9-941]    6       268   268 (100)           241 (89.9)       153 (57.1)      222 (82.8)       \+    \+           3×2   100
  Akhtar et al[@b20-jpr-9-941]        6       116   103 (88.8)          98 (84.5)        56 (48.3)       80 (69)          \+    \+           3×2   100
  Bolten et al[@b24-jpr-9-941]        12      195   193 (99)            163 (83.6)       139 (71.3)      137 (70.3)       \+    \+           3×2   150
                                                                                                                                                   
  **OEC**                             3--12   381   375 (98.4)          348 (91.3)       265 (69.6)      247 (64.8)                                
  **DIC**                             3--12   393   384 (97.7)          349 (88.8)       258 (65.6)      253 (64.4)                                
  **Significance**                    --      --    NS                  NS               NS              NS                                        
                                                                                                                                                   
  **Overall**                         3--12   774   759 (98.1)          697 (90.1)       523 (67.6)      500 (64.6)                                

**Abbreviations:** Tmt, treatment; RND, randomized; ITT, intent-to-treat; PP, per protocol; Lab, laboratory; OEC, oral enzyme combination; DIC, diclofenac; ETC, enteric-coated tablets; NS, not significant.

###### 

Patient demographic and baseline characteristics

  Safety population                                  All (n=759)    OEC (n=375)    DIC (n=384)    Significance (OEC/DIC)
  -------------------------------------------------- -------------- -------------- -------------- ------------------------
  **Demographic data**                                                                            
  Age (years), mean (SD)                             60.9 (10.2)    60.5 (10.2)    61.2 (10.4)    NS
  Patients ≥70 years, n (%)                          138 (18.2)     68 (18.1)      70 (18.2)      NS
  Female sex, n (%)                                  519 (68.4)     252 (67.2)     267 (69.5)     NS
  Body weight (kg), mean (SD)                        83 (18.2)      82.8 (19.1)    83.2 (17.6)    NS
  Height (cm), mean (SD)                             164.8 (10.3)   165.3 (10.7)   164.3 (10.1)   NS
  BMI (kg/m^2^), mean (SD)                           30.6 (6.2)     30.3 (6.5)     30.8 (6)       NS
  **Baseline characteristics**                                                                    
  LAFI, mean (SD)                                    12.7 (2.3)     12.6 (2.4)     12.7 (2.4)     NS
  Patients with LAFI ≤7, n (%)                       8 (1.1)        4 (1.1)        4 (1)          NS
  PIR (NRS~11~), mean (SD)                           3.9 (2.3)      3.9 (2.3)      3.9 (2.2)      NS
  Patients with PIR ≤3 (NRS~11~), n (%)              353 (46.5)     174 (46.4)     179 (46.6)     NS
  PIM (NRS~11~), mean (SD)                           6.5 (1.8)      6.4 (1.9)      6.6 (1.8)      NS
  Patients with PIM ≤3 at baseline(NRS~11~), n (%)   38 (5)         18 (4.8)       20 (5.2)       NS

**Note:** Data given for the whole safety population (All) and both treatment groups (OEC vs DIC).

**Abbreviations:** OEC, oral enzyme combination; DIC, diclofenac; SD, standard deviation; NS, not significant; BMI, body mass index; LAFI, Lequesne algofunctional index; PIR, pain intensity at rest; NRS~11~, 11-point numeric rating scale; PIM, pain intensity on movement.

###### 

Primary efficacy end-point parameters

  Intent-to-treat population (LOCF data set)    All (n=697)    OEC (n=348)    DIC (n=349)    Significance (OEC/DIC)
  --------------------------------------------- -------------- -------------- -------------- ------------------------
  **LAFI**                                                                                   
  At baseline, mean (SD)                        12.7 (2.3)     12.6 (2.4)     12.7 (2.4)     NS
  At end of treatment, mean (SD)                9.1 (4)        9.1 (3.9)      9.1 (4.2)      NS
  Absolute difference, mean (SD)                −3.6 (4.1)     −3.5 (4.2)     −3.6 (4.3)     NS
  Relative difference (percentage), mean (SD)   −28.1 (31.9)   −27.8 (30.8)   −28.3 (32.1)   NS
  Effect size                                   0.88           0.9            0.88           NS
  Significance                                  --             \<0.001        \<0.001        
                                                                                             
  ≤7 at baseline, n (%)                         7 (1)          3 (0.9)        4 (1.1)        NS
  ≤7 at end of treatment; n (%)                 232 (33.3)     115 (33)       117 (33.5)     NS
  Difference, absolute (relative), n (%)        225 (32.3)     112 (31)       113 (32.1)     NS
  Significance                                  --             \<0.001        \<0.001        
                                                                                             
  Relief ≥30%, n (%)                            281 (40.3)     138 (39.7)     143 (41)       NS
  Relief ≥50%, n (%)                            166 (23.8)     82 (23.6)      84 (24.1)      NS
  Relief ≥3 points, n (%)                       377 (54.1)     185 (53.2)     192 (55)       NS

**Notes:** Data show absolute LAFI scores at baseline vs end of treatment, absolute and relative (ie, percentage) changes vs baseline, and proportion of patients with moderate LAFI scores or less (ie, ≤7) at baseline vs study end, as well as a responder analysis with respect to the patients reporting a relative LAFI change vs baseline of ≥30%, ≥50%, or ≥3 LAFI index points (minimal clinically important difference) at study end. Data given for the whole intent-to-treat population (All) and both treatment groups (OEC vs DIC).

**Abbreviations:** LOCF, last observation carried forward; OEC, oral enzyme combination; DIC, diclofenac; LAFI, Lequesne algofunctional index; SD, standard deviation; NS, not significant.

###### 

Secondary efficacy end-point analysis

  Intent-to-treat population (LOCF data set)    All (n=697)    OEC (n=348)    DIC (n=349)    Significance (OEC/DIC)
  --------------------------------------------- -------------- -------------- -------------- ------------------------
  **Pain intensity at rest (PIR)**                                                           
  At baseline (NRS~11~), mean (SD)              3.9 (2.3)      3.9 (2.3)      3.9 (2.2)      NS
  At end of treatment (NRS~11~), mean (SD)      2.4 (2.4)      2.3 (2.4)      2.3 (2.2)      NS
  Absolute difference (NRS~11~), mean (SD)      −1.5 (2.3)     −1.6 (2.3)     −1.6 (2.2)     NS
  Relative difference (percentage), mean (SD)   −38.5 (59.9)   −41 (60.5)     −41 (62.8)     NS
  Effect size                                   0.64           0.68           0.65           NS
  Significance                                  --             \<0.001        \<0.001        
                                                                                             
  ≤3 (NRS~11~) at baseline, n (%)               325 (41.5)     160 (46)       165 (47.3)     NS
  ≤3 (NRS~11~) at end of treatment, n (%)       501 (64)       250 (71.8)     251 (71.9)     NS
  Difference, absolute (relative)               176 (23)       90 (25.9)      86 (24.6)      NS
  Significance                                  --             \<0.001        \<0.001        
                                                                                             
  Relief ≥30%, n (%)                            402 (57.7)     200 (57.5)     202 (57.9)     NS
  Relief ≥50%, n (%)                            279 (40)       139 (39.9)     140 (40.1)     NS
  Relief ≥2 (NRS~11~), n (%)                    376 (53.9)     186 (53.4)     190 (54.4)     NS
  **Pain intensity in motion (PIM)**                                                         
  At baseline (NRS~11~), mean (SD)              6.5 (1.8)      6.4 (1.9)      6.6 (1.8)      NS
  At end of treatment (NRS~11~), mean (SD)      4 (2.6)        3.8 (2.7)      3.9 (2.5)      NS
  Absolute difference (NRS~11~), mean (SD)      −2.5 (2.5)     −2.6 (2.6)     −2.7 (2.5)     NS
  Relative difference (percentage), mean (SD)   −38.5 (39.4)   −40.6 (40.2)   −40.9 (40.6)   NS
  Effect size                                   0.98           1.01           1.01           NS
  Significance                                  --             \<0.001        \<0.001        
                                                                                             
  ≤3 (NRS~11~) at baseline, n (%)               35 (5)         17 (4.9)       18 (5.2)       NS
  ≤3 (NRS~11~) at end of treatment, n (%)       335 (48.1)     166 (47.7)     169 (48.4)     NS
  Difference, absolute (relative)               300 (39.1)     149 (42.8)     151 (43.3)     NS
  Significance                                  --             \<0.001        \<0.001        
                                                                                             
  Relief ≥30%, n (%)                            396 (56.8)     197 (56.6)     199 (57)       NS
  Relief ≥50%, n (%)                            243 (34.9)     119 (34.2)     124 (35.5)     NS
  Relief ≥2 (NRS~11~), n (%)                    466 (66.9)     231 (66.4)     235 (67.3)     NS

**Notes:** Data show absolute scores for PIR and PIM at baseline vs end of treatment, absolute and relative (percentage) changes vs baseline, and proportion of patients with minor pain intensities (ie, ≤3) at baseline vs study end, as well as a responder analysis with respect to patients reporting a relative PI change vs baseline of ≥30%, ≥50%, or ≥2 NRS~11~ points (minimal clinically important difference) at study end. Data given for the whole intent-to-treat population (All) and both treatment groups (OEC vs DIC).

**Abbreviations:** LOCF, last observation carried forward; OEC, oral enzyme combination; DIC, diclofenac; NRS~11~, 11-point numeric rating scale; PI, pain intensity; SD, standard deviation; NS, not significant.

###### 

Overall treatment-emergent adverse event (TEAE) experience

  Safety population                        All (n=759), n (%)   OEC (n=375), n (%)   DIC (n=384), n (%)   Significance (OEC/DIC), *P*
  ---------------------------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -----------------------------
  AEs                                      655                  282                  373                  --
  Subjects with AEs                        279 (36.8)           124 (33.1)           155 (40.4)           0.037
  TEAEs                                    223                  90                   133                  --
  Serious TEAEs                            4                    0                    4                    --
  Subjects with TEAEs                      136 (17.9)           55 (14.7)            81 (21.1)            0.021
  Subjects with ≥2 TEAEs                   62 (8.2)             22 (5.9)             40 (10.4)            0.022
  **Most common TEAEs (PT)**                                                                              
  Abdominal discomfort                     45 (5.9)             12 (3.2)             33 (8.6)             0.002
  Diarrhea                                 41 (5.4)             21 (5.6)             20 (5.2)             NS
  Nausea                                   20 (2.6)             5 (1.3)              15 (3.9)             0.027
  Dyspepsia                                20 (2.6)             7 (1.9)              13 (3.4)             NS
  Headache                                 7 (0.9)              5 (1.3)              2 (0.5)              NS
  Vomiting                                 4 (0.5)              2 (0.5)              2 (0.5)              NS
  **Affected OCs (TEAEs)**                                                                                
  Gastrointestinal system                  162 (21.3)           61 (16.3)            101 (26.3)           \<0.001
  Investigations                           15 (2)               3 (0.8)              12 (3.1)             0.021
  General disorders                        11 (1.4)             4 (1.1)              7 (1.8)              NS
  Nervous system                           9 (1.2)              6 (1.6)              3 (0.8)              NS
  Musculoskeletal system                   6 (0.8)              5 (1.3)              1 (0.3)              NS
  Cardiac system                           6 (0.8)              0                    6 (1.6)              0.015
  Ear and labyrinth disorders              0                    0                    0                    NS
  **Affected OCs (patients)**                                                                             
  Gastrointestinal system                  116 (15.3)           44 (11.7)            72 (18.8)            0.007
  Investigations                           15 (2)               3 (0.8)              12 (3.1)             0.021
  General disorders                        11 (1.4)             4 (1.1)              7 (1.8)              NS
  Nervous system                           7 (0.9)              5 (1.3)              2 (0.5)              NS
  Musculoskeletal system                   5 (0.7)              4 (1.1)              1 (0.3)              NS
  Cardiac system                           6 (0.8)              0                    6 (1.6)              0.015
  Ear and labyrinth disorders              0                    0                    0                    NS
  **Intensity**                                                                                           
  Mild                                     115 (51.6)           50 (55.6)            65 (48.9)            --
  Moderate                                 95 (42.6)            34 (37.8)            61 (45.9)            NS
  Severe                                   13 (5.8)             6 (6.7)              7 (5.3)              --
  **Countermeasures**                                                                                     
  None                                     123 (16.2)           47 (12.5)            76 (19.8)            0.007
  Dosage adjusted                          9 (1.2)              1 (0.3)              8 (2.1)              0.019
  Treatment discontinued (TEAEs)           91 (12)              42 (11.2)            49 (12.8)            NS
  Treatment discontinued (patients)        61 (8)               22 (5.9)             39 (10.2)            0.03
  **Relationship with study medication**                                                                  
  Possible                                 148 (19.5)           55 (14.7)            93 (24.2)            --
  Probable                                 47 (6.2)             20 (5.3)             27 (7)               NS
  Definite                                 28 (3.7)             15 (4)               13 (3.4)             --

**Note:** Data given for the whole safety population (All) and both treatment groups (OEC vs DIC).

**Abbreviations:** AE, adverse event; OEC, oral enzyme combination; DIC, diclofenac; PT, preferred term; NS, not significant; OC, organ class.

###### 

Treatment-related changes in laboratory parameters

  Laboratory population (LOCF data set)         All (n=500)   OEC (n=247)   DIC (n=253)   Significance (OEC/DIC), *P*
  --------------------------------------------- ------------- ------------- ------------- -----------------------------
  **Hemoglobin (g/dL)**                                                                   
  Baseline, mean (SD)                           13.9 (1.4)    13.9 (1.3)    13.9 (1.4)    NS
  End of treatment, mean (SD)                   13.7 (1.4)    13.9(1.3)     13.4 (1.4)    \<0.001
  Patients with any decrease, n (%)             263 (52.6)    52 (21.1)     211 (83.4)    \<0.001
  Absolute difference, mean (SD)                −0.3 (0.7)    0 (0.7)       −0.5 (0.7)    0.015
  Relative difference (percentage), mean (SD)   −1.8 (5.3)    0 (5.2)       −3.6 (5.4)    0.004
  Significance                                  --            NS            \<0.001       
  **Hematocrit (%)**                                                                      
  Baseline, mean (SD)                           42.5 (3.9)    42.5 (3.9)    42.4 (3.8)    NS
  End of treatment, mean (SD)                   41.8 (3.8)    42.5 (3.7)    41 (3.7)      \<0.001
  Patients with any decrease, n (%)             262 (52.4)    42 (17)       220 (87)      \<0.001
  Absolute difference, mean (SD)                −0.7 (2.5)    0 (2.4)       −1.4 (2.4)    0.011
  Relative difference (percentage), mean (SD)   −1.6 (5.8)    0 (5.8)       −3.3 (5.7)    0.005
  Significance                                  --            NS            \<0.001       
  **Erythrocyte count (1,012/L)**                                                         
  Baseline, mean (SD)                           4.6 (0.6)     4.6 (0.4)     4.6 (0.6)     NS
  End of treatment, mean (SD)                   4.5 (0.5)     4.7 (0.5)     4.3 (0.4)     \<0.001
  Patients with any decrease, n (%)             269 (53.8)    45 (18.2)     224 (88.5)    \<0.001
  Absolute difference, mean (SD)                −0.1 (0.5)    0.1 (0.4)     −0.3 (0.6)    0.019
  Relative difference (percentage), mean (SD)   −2.2 (7.2)    2.2 (7.8)     −6.5 (7)      0.002
  Significance                                  --            NS            \<0.001       
  **AST (U/L)**                                                                           
  Baseline, mean (SD)                           18 (10.5)     18.1 (11.7)   17.9 (9.7)    NS
  End of treatment, mean (SD)                   19.1 (14.4)   17.7 (11.4)   20.4 (18)     0.026
  Patients with any increase, n (%)             245 (49)      71 (28.7)     174 (68.8)    \<0.001
  Absolute difference, mean (SD)                1.1 (11)      −0.4 (5.9)    2.5 (15.5)    0.001
  Relative difference (percentage), mean (SD)   5.8 (23.6)    −2.2 (22.9)   14 (30.3)     \<0.001
  Significance                                  --            NS            0.043         
  **ALT (U/L)**                                                                           
  Baseline, mean (SD)                           20 (15.8)     19.8 (16.6)   20.1 (17)     NS
  End of treatment, mean (SD)                   22.8 (15.5)   19.3 (15.4)   26.2 (16.7)   \<0.001
  Patients with any increase, n (%)             277 (55.4)    64 (25.9)     213 (84.2)    \<0.001
  Absolute difference, mean (SD)                2.8 (10.4)    −0.5 (8.2)    6.1 (12.1)    \<0.001
  Relative difference (percentage), mean (SD)   14 (28.4)     −2.5 (34.6)   30.3 (32.3)   \<0.001
  Significance                                  --            NS            0.002         
  **GGT (U/L)**                                                                           
  Baseline, mean (SD)                           20.9 (20)     21 (20.4)     20.7 (18.6)   NS
  End of treatment, mean (SD)                   22.7 (20.6)   20.1 (20.7)   25.2 (20.6)   \<0.001
  Patients with any increase, n (%)             238 (47.6)    74 (30)       164 (64.8)    \<0.001
  Absolute difference, mean (SD)                1.8 (11.5)    −0.9 (10.4)   4.5 (12.4)    \<0.001
  Relative difference (percentage), mean (SD)   8.6 (31.1)    −4.3 (36.6)   21.7 (39.3)   \<0.001
  Significance                                  --            NS            0.046         

**Notes:** Data show absolute scores for hemoglobin, hematocrit, erythrocyte count, AST, ALT, and GGT at baseline vs. end-of-treatment, absolute and relative (percent) changes vs. baseline, and the proportion of patients with any deterioration at study end vs. baseline. Data given for the whole laboratory population (All) and both treatment groups (OEC vs DIC).

**Abbreviations:** LOCF, last observation carried forward; OEC, oral enzyme combination; DIC, diclofenac; SD, standard deviation; NS, not significant.
